X-ray imaging with amorphous selenium: X-ray to charge conversion gain and avalanche multiplication gain.
Fluoroscopy is a low dose imaging technique. As such, a very sensitive detector is required to create images of good quality. Present day flat panel active matrix read out systems introduce an amount of noise that inhibits present direct and indirect methods from producing optimal quality images at fluoroscopic exposure rates (0.1-10 microR per frame). The gain of the direct conversion approach using amorphous selenium (a-Se) was investigated to determine whether by increasing the applied electric field, a gain sufficient to overcome the noise limitations of the active matrix could be achieved. Conversion gain and avalanche multiplication in a-Se were investigated as a function of electric field from 10 to 100 V/microm. Our results show a factor of 4 increase in conversion gain is available by increasing electric field from the current standard of 10 V/microm to 100 V/microm. Furthermore, we show that avalanche multiplication can provide an additional gain of up to 25. This increase in signal is sufficient to overcome the noise level encountered in flat panel detectors and permit fully quantum noise limited operation across the whole fluoroscopic range of exposure.